
2021 3RD PLACE The Effect From COVID-19

COVID-19 has changed the school year. Here are the changes I thought were
creative,helpful and what I think should continue. Starting with creative, I really
thought the new start and stop times for the school day were creative. Everything we
need to do fits perfectly in our day. Next for my “grips” I think it’s creative doing in
person and virtual grips. Then our work. We do our work on our slides instead of on
paper. It’s easier doing work on a slide then paper. And then the temperature checks,
the temperature checks are fun and we get to see our temperature.

Now on to the helpful changes. Math in the morning is really helpful. I think math in
the morning saves time. The white bins, the white bins are helpful because we have
extra storage to put our notebooks or other stuff in. Yellow arrows in the hallway are
helpful. They tell you where you're going. Bringing our notebooks home is super
helpful. They let us study at home and prepare for a test. Again the start and stop
times for our school day. When the school day ends we have plenty of time to do
homework or study then go play.

The continued learning style. What I think should continue is eating snack whenever.
Whenever we’re hungry we can eat a small snack. I want the early start in the
morning to continue. We don’t have a lot of time to get ready but it’s way better than
getting ready and having a bunch of time to do nothing. I think having a quick check
before a test should continue. It makes us prepared for a test. The yellow arrows for
the lunch line. It’s easier for other classes to get around the building. Going in person
to GRIPS, doing GRIPS virtually is harder because we have to listen to Mrs. Gemmill
talk but our normal class teacher is talking at the same time. Continue doing
“STMath” at home for homework each day. STMath is a good way to warm up your
brain and it helps with math understanding.

COVID-19 has changed many things. Some changes have been good like having
white bins as extra storage or bringing our notebooks home to study, and the bad
things like wearing masks. I can’t believe I got to live through the pandemic named
COVID-19.
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